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Why are we required to complete a health screening?

During these unprecedented times, we want to play our part in protecting the health of

our faculty, staff, and students. Implementing a health screening process allows us to

determine who may be ill and eliminate the potential health risk from entering our

building.
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Is Visitor Aware HIPAA compliant?

Yes. Visitor Aware is HIPAA compliant and does not store any specific health screening

answers or temperature data.

What data is stored from my health screening?

No visitor specific health screening information is stored. A simple record of if a visitor

was allowed or not allowed entry is documented for later reference.

Can I decline the health screening?

Yes. However, it is up to the school if you're allowed entry if the screening has not been

completed.

Note: Please keep in mind that this health screening is based on CDC guidelines and is

currently in place to help protect the health of those at our school. By completing the

screening process, we are better able to protect the health of everyone in our building.

What is the health screening information used for?

A school building entry log, containing only the success or failure of this health

screening, is maintained to create an accountability trail. If a visitor later becomes ill, we

will be able to trace when they accessed our building, where they went, and who they

potentially came into contact with in order to implement protocols to prevent further

illness.

Your cooperation to take this quick health assessment is greatly appreciated. With

your help, we are able to better protect the health and safety of everyone within our

school building. We do not save any additional information from the health screening

process nor do we use this data for any other purpose than what has been detailed

above.
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Working together to create a safe learning environment.


